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A complete menu of Café Darya from Jindabyne covering all 19 menus and drinks can be found here on the
menu. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What Reanna Frami likes about Café Darya:
eating was just fantastic. the man and woman team that lead the cafe are super nice and prepares the eating

with much love and care. my family had chicken, lamb and bark meat as main thing and all were very tasty. make
the flavor and taste...the food quality and the atmosphere is very cozy for every season. the price is also very

reasonable, especially for byo. make sure that they book before eating because tables ar... read more. When the
weather conditions is good you can also have something outside, And into the accessible spaces also come
guests with wheelchairs or physiological disabilities. Whether it's a tasty flatbread, paired with a strong garlic

dressing or golden falafel, the enjoyment of the menus from the Middle East evokes holiday feelings - topped
with a delicious, sweet baklava, you can then to your everyday life, there are also tasty vegetarian recipes on the
menu. Of course, there's also delicious pizza, baked fresh according to original recipes, Likewise, the guests of

the establishment prefer the large selection of various coffee and tea specialities that the establishment provides.
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Seafoo�
PRAWN

India�
CHICKEN CURRY

Ho� drink�
TEA

Coffe�
CAFÉ

Goa� Curr�
GOAT CURRY

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
LAMB

PIZZA

SALAD

Ingredient� Use�
CUCUMBER

MEAT

CHICKEN

DUCK

PRAWNS

BEEF

CHEESE

ZUCCHINI

OLIVES
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Opening Hours:
Sunday 9:00-21:30
Friday 18:30-21:00
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